If K is an algebraically closed extension of a field Q, and if aEK, aEQ, then the set © of all subfields of K not containing a is inductive when partially ordered by inclusion. A maximal element M of © is by definition a maximal field without a. Such fields are thus characterized by the property that all their proper extensions (in K) contain a.
of K is g = 0. The preceding paragraph also establishes the following theorem in the case that K/M is purely inseparable. Then, either {MT} is a strictly increasing tower of proper subfields of K, or else p -2, q = 0, and Mi= M(-lll2) = K, so that M is a maximal orderable subfield of K. In the case that Mi9*K, there exists bEMi such that MT = M(bpl~') for all r, unless M is perfect and p = q.
For the proof when M is perfect, we need the following Let F0 be the fixed field of §, and Fi the fixed field of ¿p<; then 0 = 0*! Fi. We observe that aEFo. For otherwise, since Fq/E is normal and N~~~)F0, it follows that Fo = N, and § contains only the identity, which is false. Thus aEFia f°r some io= 1. If pr is the order of §,-", then pr+1 does not divide the order of ®, since §¿0 is a Sylow 
